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In 2022 it will be the 150th anniversary of Bertrand Russell’s birth—a good point at which to re-evaluate his legacy. McMaster will mark the occasion, and the Bertrand Russell
Society plans to meet at McMaster at the same time.

Nicholas Griffin, Professor of Philosophy, Director of the Russell Research Centre and General Editor of the Collected Papers, retired in June 2019. He has been appointed Scholar in Residence at the Bertrand Russell Archives. His next contribution to Russell is titled “A Sexist Joke in Principia Mathematica”. The new Director is Alexander Klein, Associate Professor of Philosophy, who comes to McMaster from California State University, Long Beach.

Larry D. Harwood, Mad about Belief: Religion in the Life and Thought of Bertrand Russell (Wipf and Stock). Dr. Harwood recently researched in the Russell Archives. Russell’s non-technical papers of 1950–52 are being readied for publication as Collected Papers 26 (Routledge); the editor is Andrew G. Bone.

The first installment of the Collected Letters has new historical support. Both of Russell’s prison terms are covered in Christopher Impey’s The House on the Hill: Brixton: London’s Oldest Prison (Tangerine P., 2019). More letter transcriptions were added.


Except for the latest four issues (vols. 37,2 to 39,1), Russell is on open access at mulpress.mcmaster.ca/russelljournal/. Churchill College Archives has kindly provided scans of Russell’s correspondence with Joseph Rotblat and the many Pugwash scientists with whom Russell was in touch. He generally passed the correspondence to Rotblat for answering on specific issues and arrangements, and did not keep copies. The letters are partly catalogued in Bracers. We picked up a 1959 letter from the National Jewish Hospital in Denver. On it Russell handwrote his agreement to their being supplied with a copy of Common Sense and Nuclear Warfare.

The manuscript for A History of Western Philosophy has already yielded a longish text on Pythagoras (Russell, 2001). An outline reveals Russell’s early intention to conclude the book with a chapter called “The Revival of Superstition”. It could well have been on Fascism and supporting ideologies.

The Russell Archives’ annotated catalogue of letters totalled 132,131 records by 21 August 2019, an increase of 529. Many more are expected when Russell Archives 4 is processed. More than a correspondence catalogue, it’s been suggested that manuscripts, bibliographical entries and memorabilia be included. Already Bracers houses drafts of annotated, scholarly transcriptions of texts.